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About Look to Read
Look to Read is an interactive, accessible, and fun way to support early literacy
development. It brings independent exploration of books to every learner, and includes:
16 original and engaging animated stories
Four stages of progression, gradually introducing
- 95 letters and their sounds
(phonemes and graphemes)
- 100 high frequency words

Throughout this manual,
technical terms are
highlighted in blue.
Turn to the glossary on
page 17 for their definition!

64 learning activities
A symbolised chat page for every story
A series of 16 stories follow the adventures of a young boy called Pip,
and his friends and family. Every page enables learners to read each
word and hear it spoken, before watching the fun animations that
illustrate the story.
Look to Read starts with simple short stories and progresses to longer more complex
stories. Each book gradually builds on the sounds and words that have already been
introduced, so that learners can become more confident with every book they read.
A set of activities for each story further support the learner to explore and practise
different sounds. They can start to spell words, and complete reading comprehension
activities that help them show their understanding of the story.
Every story has a communication grid, to support children in talking about the book.
These are filled with core vocabulary and other key words from the stories.
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Who is Look to Read for?
Look to Read is suitable for children at any stage of literacy development – from those
who are just starting out, to those who already have some literacy skills.
It is designed for children using the following types of access:

Touch 		

Eye gaze			

Switch			

Pointer

Using their preferred access method, learners can read each word of the story by
touching it, looking at it, moving the cursor over it, or pressing a switch. This enables
learners who might still be at an early level of developing their access skills, or even
developing their understanding of cause and effect, to enjoy and engage with literacy.

Additional needs
The complexity and length of the stories increase gradually, to help learners who may
have additional needs – such as difficulties with learning or attention.
Look to Read has a built-in high contrast mode for children with a visual impairment. This
adjusts the colours to make words and letters easier to see.

High contrast mode has
been developed in
consultation with
specialists in visual
impairment.

High contrast option

Standard view
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The Look to Read story library
The Look to Read stories are arranged in order of complexity, for natural and gentle
progression. However, some learners may want to choose the story themselves. To
support learners with communication difficulties, a printable Book Choosing board is
included at the end of this manual, which can be printed and cut into the 16 books.

Pip Hops

Ten Hens

Kit Licks

Stage 1

Fat Bat

Pip meets a hungry bat
who loves to eat jam!

Rabbit King

Oh no! The hens have
escaped!

Meet Pip’s cat Kit. Kit
likes to lick everything…

Chip’s Wish

Buzz Bug

Pip and Nan meet an
adventurous chip.

A naughty bug gets
Pip into trouble.

Stage 2

Which Duck?

Pip is full of energy!
Dad is not…

Pip and Dad take a
boat trip.

Mum orders carrots
from the Rabbit King.

I am a Fish

Mum’s shopping trip

Pond Picnic

Oh no! The clock has
lost its tock!

It's time to go to bed but
Pip would rather not

Mum is shopping, but
it doesn’t go to plan!

Pip, Dad, and Nan all
go for a picnic.

Snow

Night Spiders

Rainy Day

Spotty Dragon

Pip and his sister
Poppy have fun.

Mr and Mrs Spider
need Pip’s help.

Pip and Poppy want to
go out but it’s raining.

Pip and Dad go for a walk,
and meet Spotty Dragon.

Stage 4

Stage 3

Tick Tock Clock

thinksmartbox.com
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Literacy development through Look to Read
Stages and sounds
Look to Read is designed to be used alongside other traditional methods of literacy teaching.
It introduces letters and sounds – also known as graphemes and phonemes – in the same
order that they are usually taught in schools.
The stories start by introducing simple phonemes and their corresponding graphemes, such
as “a” and “p”, before building up to more complex ones, such as “ai” and “sm”.
Sounds are introduced gradually, with every story building on the sounds introduced in
previous stories – to help build confidence and familiarity with them. 95 phonemes and
consonant clusters are introduced across the 16 stories in total.

Stage 1

Stage 3

Stories mainly include
simple 2-3 letter words.
For example, words like
“Pip”, “on”, and “hen”.
All of the single vowels
sounds – “a”, “e”, “i”, “o”,
“u” – are introduced.

Stage 2

Stories build on the
sounds introduced
in Stage One, and
introduce the last of the
consonant phonemes
– “z”, “ng”, “th”, “wh”,
“sh” – as well as double
consonants, such as
“bb”, “tt” and “ss”. Stories
continue to just use the
single vowel sounds.

Stage 4

Stories focus on
introducing a range
of consonant clusters,
such as “st”, “cl”, “spl”,
alongside a small
number of vowel
digraphs – “or”, “ow”,
and “er”, and trigraphs –
“tch” and “nch”.

Each story introduces
fewer new sounds,
although the
combination of sounds
becomes more complex,
and split digraphs are
introduced.

High frequency words
Throughout the stages, readers are introduced to 100 high frequency words.
Some high frequency words can be decoded, using knowledge of phonics such as “on”, “it”,
“up” and “get”. For example, "on" is “o” + “n”. However, many high frequency words cannot be
decoded, and must be learned by sight, such as words like “go”, “there”, “said”, and “some”.
These high frequency words are common in both spoken and written language, making them
really helpful words to learn for communication as well as literacy.
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Stages and sounds

Stage 1

Pip Hops
s g

Ten Hens
r l w v x

Kit Licks
c -ck k

Which Duck?
wh qu ch -ng
ll ss tt gg
th that

Rabbit King
dd rr bb
th thin

Chip’s Wish
ff sh

Buzz Bug
z zz

Tick Tock Clock
st stuck
cl clock
or for
ow how
-nd mend
-st lost
-lp help

I am a Fish
dr drop
tr
trip
cr crab
fl
flap
sp spin
sn snip
tw twist
-mp lamp
-nk bunk
-ft soft
-xt next

Mum’s shopping trip
br bring
sl slug
er her
-nt went
-lf shelf
-lk milk

Pond Picnic
gr grab
fr
frog
bl
blanket
pl
plums
ar
car
-pt crept
-nch lunch
-tch catch

Snow
gl glow
thr throw
-lt melt
ou out
oa toast
o-e hole

Night Spiders
sm- smile
str- stripe
igh night
pr present
oo too
ie
pie
i-e bike

Rainy Day
ai rain
ay day
a-e cake
sk skate
scr scrape

Spotty Dragon
ee tree
oo look
ear year

Stage 4

Stage 3

Fat Bat
a e i o u
p m t b h
f n d j y

Stage 2

The following table shows which sounds are introduced in each story. For some sounds, a word
from the story featuring that sound is included as an example. A hyphen indicates when a
consonant digraph or trigraph appears at the end of a word e.g. “-mp”.
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Stages and high frequency words
The following tables include all 100 high frequency words, and the stage that they are
introduced in. The high frequency words are divided into decodable words and sight words.

DECODABLE WORDS: these can be read by sounding out the letters (graphemes) and their
sounds (phonemes)

Stage
2

Stage
1
and
at
back
can
dad
get
had

him
in
it
not
on
up

big
but
did
got
if

much
off
well
which
will

Stage
4

Stage
3
for
help
her
mum

must
now
went
when

an
came
down
from
it's
just
like

made
our
out
right
time
too

SIGHT WORDS: these cannot be decoded, and must be learned by sight.
Each progressing stage introduces new sight words, with repetition of the sight words that
have already been introduced.

Stage
2

Stage
1
a
his
is
of
the

as
go
has
he
here
I
no
oh

she
that
them
then
this
to
with

Stage
4

Stage
3
all
are
be
because
do
me
more
Mr
my
one

thinksmartbox.com

said
some
there
they
two
want
was
we
why
you

by
come
day
give
have
into
little
live
Mrs
put
so

very
what
where
who
your
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Activities
Every story includes four activities which are designed to consolidate learning. The activities
progress with each stage, gradually building the level of difficulty to match the level of story
being read.
At every stage, there are activities that enable the learner to explore the phonemes and
graphemes from each story, and to recall key events. Each stage then introduces a new
activity.

Stage 1

Story Sounds

Listen to each of the sounds introduced in the story

Listen & Spell

Hear words from the story and spell them out using the letter sounds

Building Words

Listen to key words from the story and build them one at a time

What happened?

Recall three key events from the story

Stage 2

Story Sounds

Listen to each of the sounds introduced in the story

Building Words

Listen to words from the story and build them one sound at a time

Finding the Words

Hear key words from the story then find them in a list of other words

What Happened?

Recall three key events from the story

Stage 3

Story Sounds

Listen to each of the sounds introduced in the story

Find the Words

Hear key words from the story then find them in a list of other words

Making Words

Make words that use some of the target sounds from the story

What Happened?

Recall four key events from the story

Stage 4

For example, in Stage One there is a Listen & Spell activity where the learner can blend sounds
together to form the words, whilst Stage Four has a Sentence Building activity that enables
learners to add words to form a sentence.

Story Sounds

Listen to each of the sounds introduced in the story

Making Words

Make words that use some of the target sounds from the story

Sentence Building

Build sentences using some of the key words from the story

What Happened?

Recall four key events from the story

Story sounds

Listen and spell

Building words

thinksmartbox.com
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Support for communication
For every story in Look to Read there is a symbolised chat grid to support learners who may
have communication difficulties. These grids are intended to help the child to talk about - and
really engage with - the story.
The chat grids include core vocabulary giving the learners access to words including “want”,
“stop”, and “more”. These core words are presented alongside story-specific words, which
change with each story, although some words appear on more than one story's chat grid,
providing repetition to support learning. For example, the word “go”, and the phrase “oh no”,
are featured on a few story's chat grids, whilst very specific vocabulary such as “jam” and
“snow” each only appear once, when relevant to a particular story.
The core vocabulary is consistent for every chat grid, although the Stage One story chat grids
are simpler, with fewer words, in line with the level of difficulty of the stories.
The chat grids can be easily accessed before, during, or after reading a story, providing
learners with the opportunity to make a comment, give their opinion, or make predictions
about what might happen, at any time.

Stage 2, 3 and 4

Stage 1

Access settings
You can select the learner's access method for stories, activities and chat grids by going to
Settings from the launch screen of Look to Read:

Use touch or mouse click
to navigate menus or
select stories

Settings screen
Look to Read launch screen

thinksmartbox.com
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Setting up different access methods
		
Eye Gaze
If you are using eye gaze, you will need to install the software that
comes with your eye gaze camera before starting to use Look to
Read. You don't need to turn on a dwell or mouse click, just choose
for the camera to control the cursor.

Or if you have Grid 3,
instead of using your
camera software choose
the Look to Learn grid
set in Computer Control

In Look to Read you can set your Reading Speed to Instant or Dwell.
This will affect how long the learner has to look at a target in the
activities or chat grids before it is read aloud, giving them time to
read the word themselves before it is read to them.
Switches
Look to Read is designed for use with a Smartbox JoyCable or communication aid. If you have
a different type of switch adapter please refer to its instructions before getting started.
In Look to Read Access settings you can choose to use one or two switches. If One switch is
selected, during stories the learner will simply need to press their switch to read each word.
You can choose the automated scan speed for activities and chat grids, where the first press
will start scanning and the second press will select.
If Two Switches is selected, there is no scan speed. When the learner is completing activities
or using the chat grids they can press one switch to move between choices and the other
switch to select.
Touch		

Pointer

If you are using touch or pointer, during stories the learner can directly select each word on
the screen or move the cursor over it, to hear it read aloud. The story will progress after each
word is selected in forced order. Words in Chat grids and answers in Activities can be freely
selected by touching or moving over cells on the screen.

Readers with a visual impairment
The Access Settings screen is also where high contrast mode can be selected, for children
with a visual impairment. This changes the colour scheme to yellow and blue with a strong
contrast, making it easier to see the text during the stories, as well as text and icons during
the Activities and in the Chat grids.
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FAQs
Here are answers to some of the questions you may have about Look to Read:
Is Look to Read only for children
with communication difficulties?

Not at all! Look to Read can be used by any child to help
support their literacy development. The stories are written
and designed to be fun and enjoyable for
children of any age and ability who are developing
literacy.
You can choose any book to read, although the earlier
Do I have to start with the first
book in Stage One, or can I choose stories contain fewer pages, simpler words, and have fewer
words on each page. Every book builds on the sounds,
any book to read?
letters and words introduced in earlier books, so reading
the books in order is the best way to gradually increase the
complexity of stories.
Can the child choose the book they Yes, you can simply print the Book Choosing Board on
pages 13-16 of this manual, cut it into 16 books, and offer
want to read?
the learner a choice of stories.
Repetition is a key part of literacy development, and
My child wants to read the same
story over and over again. Should I children will often enjoy reading the same book many
times. This is a great way for children to build confidence in
move them onto the next book?
reading and recognise familiar words, as well as predicting
what will happen next.
Lower case letters are used throughout the
Why are most of the words and
activities, except for proper nouns (the names of
letters in the activities in lower
people or places), because lower case letters are more
case?
common throughout all written language. Therefore, it is
more useful to focus on these during early literacy teaching.
Yes, absolutely. As well as providing a way for children with
Can I use the chat grids with any
communication difficulties to talk about the
child, even if they don’t use
stories, the chat grids can be used with any child to help
symbols for communication?
them use new vocabulary, or words they might not be
confident to use independently.
You can either choose a Slow scan speed in the
What can I do if a child just uses
one switch, but needs a lot of time Access Settings, or choose Two Switch and control the
scan speed yourself using the second switch. This will let
to make their choice?
you control the amount of time between choices, and give
extra prompts to the child if they need them.
The symbols used in Look to Read are designed to be
My child uses different symbols
visually clear and simple, and suitable for any child. Drawn
to help them communicate. What
symbols are used in Look to Read? in the same style as the animations, some symbols are
also taken directly from the stories, helping the learner to
become familiar with the symbols as they read the stories.

For any other question, please contact us via our website at thinksmartbox.com
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Printable book choosing cards
Reading each story in order will provide a natural and gentle progression, however, some
children may want to choose the story themselves. To support learners with communication
difficulties, choosing cards can be printed and cut into 16. The pictures can then be offered as
a choice.

Stage 1

Fat Bat

Pip Hops

Ten Hens

Kit Licks

thinksmartbox.com
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Printable book choosing cards

Use as many or as few
choosing cards as you like,
to present more or fewer
options to the learner.

Stage 2

Which Duck?

Rabbit King

Chip's Wish

Buzz Bug

thinksmartbox.com
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Printable book choosing cards

Stage 3

Tick Tock Clock

I am a Fish

Mum's Shopping Trip

Pond Picnic

thinksmartbox.com
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Printable book choosing cards

Stage 4

Snow

Night Spiders

Rainy Day

Spotty Dragon

thinksmartbox.com
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Glossary
Phonemes and graphemes
A phoneme is the smallest unit of sound. Graphemes are the letters, or group of letters that
represent those sounds. For example, “p”, and “m” are both graphemes, but so are “igh” and
“er”. Even though there is more than one letter in “igh” and “er”, they each just represent one
phoneme, or one sound.

Core vocabulary
Core vocabulary refers to the words we use all the time, in spoken and written language, and
they can be used flexibly in lots of different situations.

Consonant cluster
Consonant clusters are two or more consonants written next to each other, such as “tr”, “sm”,
“bl” and “lk”.

Digraph
A digraph is one sound that is represented by two letters. For example, “sh”, “th”, “ai” in “train”,
“ea” in “bread”, and “oo” in “book”.

Trigraph
A trigraph is a single sound, which is represented by three letters. For example, “tch” in the
word “catch”, or “igh” in the word “night”.

Split digraph
When a digraph is split by a consonant, it is called a split digraph. For example, the digraph
“ie” is split by a “k” in the word “bike”, and the digraph “oe” is split by an “l” in the word “mole”.

High frequency words
High frequency words are the words that appear most often in spoken and written language,
such as “and”, “it” or “the”, and learning them is an important part of literacy development.
These words are sometimes referred to as core vocabulary, particularly for children who use
augmentative and alternative communication (AAC).

Keyboard shortcuts
Enter
Escape
C
S
A
1-4

Selects start on the home screen
Takes you to a previous screen or exits a story/activity
Opens the story chat grid from within a story
Starts the story from the book title home screen
Launches Activities from the book title home screen
Selects the options on the home screen and Activity screen

thinksmartbox.com
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